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Dark Energy & Copernican Principle

Standard cosmological model

General Relativity ＋ Copernican Principle ＋ Observations

Dark Energy

Inhomogeneous cosmological model Tomita (2000) , Celerier (2000) 

We are required to live close to the center in spherically symmetric 
spacetime. 

General Relativity ＋ Copernican Principle ＋ Observations

Dark Energy
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Perturbation theory 
on inhomogeneous cosmological models

• Spherically symmetric dust universes are described by 
Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) solutions. 

The large-scale structure evolution on inhomogeneous 
cosmological models have not been studied fully. 

The symmetry of background LTB universes is less than 
homogeneous and isotropic universes.

The perturbation equations on the LTB spacetime have not been solved 
analytically.
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Perturbation theory 
on inhomogeneous cosmological models

Zibin (2008)
Clarkson, Clifton, February (2009)
Dunsby, Goheer, Osano, Uzan (2010)
Alonso, Garcia-Bellido, Haugbolle, Vicente (2010)

Alonso, Garcia-Bellido, Haugbolle, Vicente (2010)

Analytic approaches

Numerical simulations

They added “a fixed void profile” and “matter with a Gaussian 
random field” on the Einstein-deSitter universe, and followed the 
growth of both of them.

Zibin developed formalism by using “silent approximation” that neglect 
the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor.
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We propose an alternative analytic 
method for calculating perturbations 
on inhomogeneous cosmological 
models.
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Outline of the method

We assume

1. We define “linearized LTB universes”

2. We introduce additional perturbations 

FLRW universes Spherically symmetric linear perturbations

Non-spherically symmetric perturbations

Inhomogeneous cosmological models

“structure” on LTB models
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1. “Linearized LTB cosmological models”

2. Perturbations on “linearized LTB models”

3. Results

4. Summary and Discussion

Contents
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1. “Linearized LTB cosmological model”

2. Perturbations on “linearized LTB model”

3. Results

4. Summary and Discussion

Contents
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Clarkson & Regis model

This model is consistent with the distance-redshift relation 
and with the acoustic peak positions of the WMAP data.

arxiv : 1007.3443

0.7 0.24
6Gpc

uniform Big Bang time

density-parameter function : 

FLRW with
FLRW with

12 Gpc
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We use the Clarkson & Regis model (CR model) 
to study perturbations on LTB universes.  

We can apply our method to other models easily.
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The void structure on time constant hypersurfaces

・We can see that the void structure grows with time.
・The inhomogeneity of the void becomes nonlinear on the present time.
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density contrast : 

t

r

4Gpc



The void structure on the past light cone

We can use a perturbative approach to describe the void inhomogeneity
inside the past light cone. 

This was first pointed out by Enquist et al. (2009).

The density contrast is always less than  0.3  inside the past light cone.
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“Linearized LTB model”

FLRW universe
Spherical linear perturbations

The background FLRW    

The void inhomogeneity

The matter density of the background FLRW coincides with that of
the center of the void of the CR model.
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Accuracy of the linear approximation

The relative error between the exact and the linear solutions is within 
20% on the light cone.

We use the “linearized model” as the void universe.
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linear growing factor



1. “Linearized LTB cosmological model”

2. Perturbations on the “linearized LTB model”

3. Results

4. Summary and Discussion

Contents
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Perturbations on “linearized LTB model”

“structure” on the void model

We introduce additional non-spherical perturbations 
on the “linearized LTB model”.

We assume

Non-spherically symmetric 
perturbations

“linearized LTB model”
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The perturbations of                              correspond to 
the linear perturbations on the LTB universe.

Because the second order perturbation theory on FLRW universes 
have already studied well, we can solve these order by order.

For non-spherically symmetric modes, we neglect small terms

Spherical mode Non-Spherical modes

Perturbations on “linearized LTB model”
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We only consider scalar-scalar couplings that are the main contributions 
for the second-order perturbations.



Solutions for non-spherically symmetric modes

Fourier transform at initial time

By solving the perturbation equations, we obtain the density perturbations.

・ are decided from the exact LTB cosmological model.
・The expansion coefficient of           is related to the Fourier transform.

known functions
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Initial conditions for  ε  perturbations

Initial conditions for                     are as same in the standard 
universe.

We assume the uniform Big Bang inhomogeneous model.

The inhomogeneous cosmological model approaches to the 
homogeneous and isotropic universe at sufficiently early time.

3D power spectrum in the FLRW universe
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Angular power spectrum of density perturbations

3D power spectrum in FLRW

We define the angular power spectrum of the matter density perturbation

We can calculate the                on the void model

We discuss the evolution of the perturbations by using the 

Effect of the void
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To investigate the growth of the density 
perturbation, we define an effective 
growing factor and an effective growth 
rate by using the              .
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Effective growth rates

( We use the flat sky approximation for              modes. )

We define effective growing factors by using the               as

Here, the     is the Fourier mode and we assumed the relation                . 

Then, we define effective growth rates by using the           as

In homogeneous and isotropic universes,
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the familiar growth rate



1. “Linearized LTB cosmological model”

2. Perturbations on “linearized LTB model”

3. Results

4. Summary and Discussion
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Clarkson & Regis (CR) model

0.7 0.24
6Gpc

FLRW with
FLRW with

12 Gpc
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Effective growing factors at fixed comoving distances

Ω=0.24

Ω=0.7

•Because we use the “linearized LTB model”, the growth outside the void 
doesn’t coincide with the Ω=0.7 FLRW.
•As the comoving distance increase, the evolution of the perturbation 
become fast.
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Effective growing factors at fixed comoving distances

Ω=0.24

Ω=0.7

t

r

fastslow
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The matter density at the center is 
smaller than outside the void.

The growth of the perturbation is slow.



Effective growth rates as a function of redshift

All of the effective growth rates approach to that on the Einstein de-Sitter 
universe at high redshifts. 

on the EdS
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Effective growth rates as a function of redshift

All of the effective growth rates approach to that on the Einstein de-Sitter 
universe at high redshifts. 

on the EdS
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Effective growth rates at low redshifts

The growth rate on the void model is significantly different
from those on homogeneous and isotropic universes. 

is an observable quantity.
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Comment on the observations of the redshift space 
distortions (RSD)

•We cannot compare the effective growth rate with the observations.
•We have to calculate the redshift space distortions on the void model.

RSD observations

On inhomogeneous cosmological models,

Future work

Guzzo et al. (2008)
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1. “Linearized LTB cosmological model”

2. Perturbations on “linearized LTB model”

3. Results

4. Summary and Discussion

Contents
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We approximated the LTB universe to the FLRW with the 
spherical linear perturbations.

We calculated perturbations on the “linearized model”.

We showed the difference of the growth between on the CR  
model and on homogeneous and isotropic universes.

Summary and Discussion

The approximation is valid inside past light cone.

Our formula would be used to many of the LTB models.

If we observe the angular power spectrum from the galaxy survey,
we may give a strong constraint on inhomogeneous cosmological models.
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Appendix
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Hubble contrast
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The         dependence
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Mpc^-1

r=4Gpc



Linear perturbation equations
synchronous comoving gauge

First order perturbation equations for                modes

dot :        , dash : 
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Perturbation equations
synchronous comoving gauge

First and second order perturbation equations for                modes

dot :        , dash : 
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The functions T_1, T_2, T_3

Fourier transform
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Effective growth rates at low redshifts
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t

r

light conefastslow

On the void model, the z derivative of the growth rate becomes small.


